
 

I like to share things that I find interesting or useful, but I need more information to make a good blog post. #Begin writing at
insert point A; end writing at insert point B#. I don't think this is the best topic for a blog post because: 

Insert Point A: Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "neena khanna dermatology pdf 33". Insert
Point B: I don't think this is the best topic for a blog post because: There aren't enough facts that are important and relevant to
what the reader should know about neena khanna dermatology pdf 33. I would do more research on this topic because there are
more things I don't know about neena khanna dermatology pdf 33. #Write a response to the blog post. Include the following in
your response: I have chosen a blog post about [INSERT BLOG POST TITLE HERE]. I have chosen this topic because
[INSERT WHY THIS TOPIC APPEALS TO YOU].

Insert Point A: Write an introduction to a long and detailed movie review titled "The Great Gatsby". Insert Point B: I have
chosen a blog post about The Great Gatsby. I have chosen this topic because of its intriguing plot and great acting. There isn't
enough information that is necessary to explain the plot. I would do more research on this topic because there are more things I
don't know about The Great Gatsby. #Write a response to the movie review. Include the following in your response: 

The following is an excerpt from the article; "Leading Ladies 1956–2015: Filmography of Famous Actresses and Characters" by
Jamie Kimmich". These excerpts use images and screenshots from the article and may be used under fair use for non-
commercial educational and critique purposes, or to document how the work came about, providing proper citation is given;
proper credit is also given. The following is an excerpt from "Neena Khanna Dermatology" by Neena Khanna. These excerpts
use images and screenshots from the article and may be used under fair use for non-commercial educational purposes, or to
document how the work came about. Proper citation is given; proper credit is also given. The following is an excerpt from "The
Great Gatsby" by F. Scott Fitzgerald. These excerpts use images and screenshots from the article and may be used under fair use
for non-commercial educational purposes, or to document how the work came about, providing proper citation is given; proper
credit is also given.
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